NINA KURTELA / PORTFOLIO (selected works 2010-2021)

Nina Kurtela is a visual artist and a dance maker who works with
choreographic and site-specific practices. Through her conceptual,
often immaterial and time-based art practice she works with
methodologies of endurance, perseverance, daily practice and
matter of chance while questioning notions of monetary values,
labor, intimacy, identity, belonging, home and its fictions. She creates
works across a wide range of forms; namely video, installation, public
interventions, performance, choreography and dance. Her work is
presented internationally in a variety of contexts – in museums and
galleries, theater, dance and film festivals, and in public space:
KW Berlin, MUMOK Vienna, MSU Zagreb, HKW Berlin, 104 Paris,
Tokyo Opera City Gallery, MMOMA Moscow, Royal Albert Hall
London, Ars Aevi Sarajevo, Tanz Im August Berlin, Transmediale
Berlin, Oberhausen Short Film Festival, Survival Kit Riga, X-border
Art Biennial Sweden etc. She was granted residencies at: Amant
Sienna, Q21 Museums-Quartier Vienna, Cite internationale des
arts Paris, THAV Taipei, HIAP Helsinki, GeoAIR Tbilisi, CEC
ArtsLink Portland Oregon, KulturKontakt Austria Vienna. In 2018
She was nominated for the Berlin Art Prize, and received following
awards: Japanese Media Arts New Face Award Tokyo, X-border
Art Biennial Award Sweden, Henkel Art Award (Young Artist’s Prize
CEE) Vienna, Essl Art Award CEE Vienna.
She studied “Dance, Context, Choreography” at the HZT, Universität
der Künste Berlin and holds a diploma (MFA) in visual arts and art
education from The Academy of Fine Arts Zagreb.
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Nina Kurtela visits Berlin galleries and photographs their walls. Renown
museums, commercial galleries as well as temporary exhibition spaces
outside the popular artistic trajectories are the focus of the author’s
interests. In response to the flood of artistic content in which there are
significant variations in the quality, the artist simply documents empty,
white walls.
Kurtela consistently visits numerous sites and records parts of their
display walls. Visiting, whitnessing, documenting, this whole process of
the creation of the work is similar to the anthropological research. It is
precisely these connotations that strengthen the social aspect of the work,
and confirm the author’s interest in social, transformative, processual,
spatial. Clean and clear in the idea, the work functions in several
directions: it can be read as a historical document, as well as an overview
of the Berlin exhibition spaces during the period of commercialization
and as an insight into the artistic commodification of once iconic Berlin,
twenty years after the destruction of the wall. These documents are silent
when it comes to content and function as a sketch of absence. Also, the
white cube, a white gallery cube, parallel to the nominal neutrality, reflects
the institutional convention of art institutions of power, which are still
dominated by the white male. Everything else is still only, it seems, exotic
variations on the theme, just like the deviations displayed in Kurtela’s
work. The formal quality of each photo yields a different texture: not all
whites are equally white, on them we read traces of setup, brush strokes,
stains of dilapidation. References of a white surface in the history of art
are numerous, and in their basis is a tendency for purification, whiteness,
zero point of art. In this sense, the artist ignores content: cultural offer,
quantity and quality of the Berlin gallery/museum scene, and she
reduces it to its basic elements, neutralizes and thus equals it. The fact
that despite the equalization, each wall still carries its own signature on
which is written what to the observer remains unseen, testifies in favor
of diversity in equality, the difference in repetition. By rhythmic repetition
of essence, external conditions offer us minimum differences on which
then different socio-economic contexts are inscribed. In this work they are
intentionally concealed, and their whiteness like the white paper leaves
us the possibility of inscribing our own interpretations.
Gallery Događanja, Zagreb 2016
Text by Josipa Bubaš

THE WALL / exhibition view, Gallery Događanja, Zagreb, 2017
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DELAYERING, 2021
Solo exhibition
Installation view, Gallery MKC Split
Production by Mavena
Curated by Nataša Kadin & Katarina Duplančić
Photo credit Glorija Lizde
1. Dear Aki, 2021
Video essay
‘14:40
2. Untitled, 2021
Installation, neon lights, stones, metal, 320 cm x 270 cm
3. 365 *3, 2021
Two chanel video instalation, ‘48
4. 365 routines, 2020
Artists book, 14,4 x 21,5 cm (folded), 736 pages, publisher OAZA
BOOKS
Solo exhibition “Delayering” explores artistic and theoretical aspects of the concept of place (or space) and its political, social,
economical and cultural implications. While examining notions of
identity, nationality, belonging, territory, home, landscape and its
fictions it opens up intersections at the polarity of the north and
south, global and local, experiential and material, objective and
subjective, public and private, real and fictional.

DAER AKI, 2021
video essay ‘14:56

VIDEO LINK
pass:Khora

Presented in the form of a series of fictional letters sent from Nina
Kurtela to Aki Kaurismäki read against a backdrop of atmospheric
exterior shots, “Dear Aki” is an experimental visual-narrative essay on the nature of naming in the globalized world. Originating
from an accidental anecdote about the artist’s surname, the film
develops through juxtaposing northern and southern imagery while
questioning the possibilities of creating new fictional spaces in the
realm of already existing landscapes.
Title: Dear Aki
Author: Nina Kurtela
Camera: Bojan Mrđenović
Editing: Hrvoslava Brkušić, Nina Kurtela
Sound: Hrvoje Nikšić
Text: Jasna Jasna Žmak, Nina Kurtela
Voice-over: Nina Kurtela
Voice coach: Jeremy White
Color correction: Tomislav Stojanović
Design: Nina Bačun
Producer: Igor Grubić
Executive producers: Mia Bučević, Sara Jakupec
Funded by: HAVC
Produced by: Kreativni sindikat © 2021.
Premiered at 67th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen
Video artist statement about the work you can watch HERE
pass: Oberhausen

DAER AKI / video stills, 2021

KHORA, 2017
Site-specific installation / neon, plexi / 185 cm x 50 cm
Gallery Flora, Dubrovnik / courtesy of gallery Flora

TRAVERSABLE HETEROTOPIA OF DIFFERENCE
reflection accompanying N Kurtela’s work “KHÔRA” by Ana Letunić

KHORA by Nina Kurtela, installation view, Gallery Flora Dubrovnik

Original neon sign Dubrovnik from Aki Kaurismaki’s film “Drifting Clouds”

Still from a film”Drifting Clouds” 1996

Aki Kaurismaki’s Corona bar in Helsinki
with the same neon sign 2019

The visual and textual image of the neon sign ‘Helsinki’ in the gallery Flora is
less an object and more an instigator of thinking. From the dynamics of this
image, it becomes possible to rethink a space: the Mediterranean, Scandinavia,
postmodernity, Europe, the contemporary world. It proposes an unsuspected
sense of place and belonging that can no longer be presumed to be of a unique
origin or singular explanation.
According to Derrida , ‘Khora’ reflects a difference (différence), while meaning and
references pertain to the function of that difference, distance and space between
traces. Through a very serious play of differences and traces, meaning is being
slowly and cautiously built, arising from a network of codes and assumptions we
always readily take part in. ‘Khora’ exists as a potential for irony that destabilizes
supposedly firm concepts and opens up space for possibilities. Foucault’s
consideration of space goes hand in hand with such deconstruction, which
underlines how identity, playing on a principle of inclusion/exclusion, is created
on the basis of definition of the Other. In this case, placing in relation the cold,
prosperous North to the warm, traditionally transitional South prompts us to
suspect, neutralize or invert the set of relations that these two places happen to
designate, mirror or reflect.
While Kaurismäki in Helsinki imagines Dubrovnik and Kurtela in Dubrovnik
imagines Helsinki, they are both leaning on ideas that enter a direct or inverted
analogy with their current place and society. These ideas are primarily utopian
since they afford consolation although they have no real locality. Following their
imaginaries, a form of reverse arrangement is created by placement of neon signs
in a lounge bar in Helsinki and a gallery in Dubrovnik. Thus, the two artists establish
heteropias that juxtapose several sites which are in themselves incompatible.
More specifically, while utopias are ‘fundamentally unreal spaces’ that present
society in ‘a perfected form’, heterotopias are ‘real spaces’ and ‘counter-sites’ that
remain absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about.
While the utopic promises an unrealizable consolation in the seemingly transparent
emptiness of the present, the heterotopic promotes a disturbance, an interruption,
sustained in the heterogeneity of times, rhythms and spaces, in the multiplications
of modernity snapping the links in homogeneous understandings. There
is no temporality or space – of modernity, of identity, of history – without other
times and spaces, without the tempos and spaces of others.
Here the heterotopic is not only about the removal from life (lounge bar, gallery)
but also about the deepening and extension of its possibilities (the journey,
vulnerability, transdisciplinary and transnational knowledge). This cut or exit does
not lead to an ‘outside’, but rather to another contemporaneity. It remains ‘within’
the materialization of planetary possibilities, proposing ‘lines of flight’ but also
of resistance. In other words, ‘representation, contestation and reversal of real
spaces’ in the lounge bar in Helsinki and gallery Flora in Dubrovnik contain a
possibility of providing resistance and contestation to a normative set of relations.
Space of Flora gallery marked by the sign «Helsinki» thereby becomes an
instrument of resistance and social change: the doubleness and contradiction
implicated in heterotopia has been linked with the postmodern valorisation of
alterity, and thus inflects the gallery’s space with radical openness.

24 MOMENTS, 2020
Ongoing performance that occured 24 times

Nina Kurtela turning off the lights, KW
Berlin, January 2020.
The lights in the museum were turned
off for 24 times during the opening
hours of exhibition “Pause: Broken
Sounds/Remote Music – Prepared Pianos” from the Archivio Conz Collection
and visitors were left unexpectedly 24
seconds in complete darkness.
Curated by Gigiotto Del Vecchio,
Stefania Palumbo
KW Institute for Contemporary Art Berlin

24 moments of insecurity
24 moments of silence
24 moments of invisibility
24 scores
24 pianos
24 time units
24 situations
24 matter of chances
24 moments of darkness
24 moments of hysteria
24 beginnings
24 endings
24 choreographies
24 moments of contemplation
24 moments of fear
24 moments of black out
24 moments of break down
24 moments of inability
24 moments of ableism
24 moments of panic
24 moments of stillness
24 never-ending moments
24 female moments
24 moments of security
Like a pendulum it shifts the viewer’s perspective from looking at
the other(s) to looking for oneself.
As the space of the museum vanishes, the body appears. Faced
with nothing but making the present moment palpable, the viewer
asks herself: where am I in all this?
Don’t be afraid.
You are safe!
Your safety is secured!
Welcome to the choreography of insecurity.

365 ROUTINES, 2017
Video ‘48 (with Hana Erdman)
Exhibition view, Berlin Art Prize, The Schelf Berlin, 2018

365 ROUTINES *1, 2017
Video ‘48 (with Hana Erdman)

VIDEO LINK
pass: HanaNina
In May 2016, we – Hana Erdman and Nina Kurtela –, two artists
and two friends, made an agreement. Due to our frequent travels,
precarious lives, rarely spending time in the same city where we live
in, we decided to devote one year of our lives to building our own
sphere of belonging: a one year long choreography. The choreography of “365 routines” demonstrates the on-going communication
between two different environments, locations, languages, identities, spaces and times. A common space is generated through the
execution of this task. During the daily routines we engage in an
imaginary space of belonging that is no longer physical or territorial. More over, it is an emotional space, an abstract space that
detaches itself from the parameters of affiliation of whatever kind.
In the course of the daily routines the exchange of movements
between us through video gradually transforms dancing. Dancing
becomes home for to us. While making “365 routines” we agreed,
that our main interest would be directed toward creating immaterial
spaces and experiences that can challenge the audience and their
ways of looking at performance, dance, choreography and conditions of their making. It is the devotion to an ongoing practice and
exchange, while exposing the personal, the intimate and the private that enables an interrelational positioning of the audience, one
which invites co- habitation and the imagining of the ability to move
although exhausted, aged, lonely or not connected to a space of
communal sharing and sheltering.
More generally, the work “365 routines” explores movement and
the body affected by the conditions today’s young makers live in.
Constant mobility, homelessness, exhaustion through traveling
and creating works with enormous spatial and temporal limitations
leads to the incapacity of relating to one sole sphere of belonging.
By collecting movement material and building a video archive originating at different locations around the world – from Taipei to Los
Angeles – the work “365 routines” is mapping the peaking pulse of
contemporary workerism and how two artists deal with it.
365 routines, video stills, 2017

365 ROUTINES *2, 2018
Performance ‘48

VIDEO LINK
The original video made by Hana Erdman and Nina Kurtela contains 365 daily routines, which were filmed from May 2016 - May
2017 and resulted in 48 minutes long video performance. In continuation of the original, Nina Kurtela committed to learning all of
the 365 routines from the movement archives as one incessant
sequence. Through an ongoing daily practice she reiterates the
choreography. By that a 48 minutes long live dance piece is being
constructed currently.
During the live performance the original video is juxtaposed with
learned movements, which might synch or might not. A distant time
interval of a passed dance and a hyper present one of a happening performance challenge each other. Thereby performativity, live
presence, observing and experiencing dance and choreography
overlap in transcience and transitivity. Whereas the filmed body
moves through abstract spaces only discernable in the subtext of
the video notation, the performing body suspends the specificity of
a place altogether. The performing body seek a refuge in the filmed
body.

365 ROUTINES *2
Performance ‘48, ADU Amsterdam, 2019
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365 ROUTINES *2
3AM Festival,
Flutgraben,
Berlin 2018
Performance ‘48, Freie
raum Q21,
MuseumsQuartier,
Vienna 2018
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365 ROUTINES *2
Gallery
GMK
Zagreb
2018
Performance ‘48, Freie
raum
Q21,
MuseumsQuartier,
Vienna 2018

365 ROUTINES *2
Performance ‘48, Freie raum Q21, MuseumsQuartier, Vienna 2018

365 ROUTINES, 2020
Artists Book (with Hana Erdman)
Published by Oaza Books

365 ROUTINES, 2020
In collaboration with Hana Erdman
Artists Book
14,4 x 21,5 cm / 736 pages / first edition 150 copies
“365 routines” is a yearlong choreography composed of a daily exchange of short dance videos alternately shared between visual
artist Nina Kurtela and choreographer Hana Erdman. The work culminates in a 48-minute video whereby the 365 videos are edited
together to form one long dance phrase. It is an ongoing communication between different environments, locations, languages, identities, spaces, and times. During the daily routines the artists engage in an imaginary space of belonging that is no longer physical
or territorial. It is an emotional and abstract space, but nonetheless
a space of communal sharing and sheltering. The collection of videos originates at different locations around the world — from Taipei
to Los Angeles, mapping the peaking pulse of contemporary workerism. It documents a desire to stay connected, despite precarious
conditions of making and working. It is a dedication to an ongoing
practice and exchange, exposing the personal, the intimate, and
the private. Dancing the choreography is a way to keep alive the dialogue between the two artists and friends. A remote togetherness
unravels on screen, dancing becomes home for the two.
Publisher: Oaza Books
Editor: Klaudio Štefančić
Design & Layout: Nina Bačun & Roberta Bratović (Oaza Kolektiv)
Photo Editing: Marija Matijašec
Print: Sveučilišna Tiskara, Zagreb
Isbn: 978-953-59527-9-4
Oaza Books Abook Edition
www.oazabooks.com

Nina Kurtela performs for the camera the same 48min long dance material - the “365 routines”
choreography - in two different spaces: white cube (gallery) and black box (theater). The two different spaces and times are merged together, overlaid through the two channel video installation.

365 ROUTINES *3
Two chanell video installation
projected one on top of each other / loop / ‘48

365 *3, 2021
Digital prints on metal
12 x 12 cm each

365 *3, 2021
Digital prints on metal
10 x 17 cm each
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VIDEO LINK

pass: Sljeme
Performance Economies of places was commissioned by BLOK
curatorial collective for Urbanfestival 13 - Back to the Square, Zagreb 2014.
Given the current processes of commodification affecting nature
and the natural resources, to what extent is it still possible to see
nature as wilderness and a virginal sphere in which the (economic)
categories established by the society cease to be valid?
...”The performance consists of walking from the centre of the urban
texture – Zagrebs’ new central square named European Square –
towards the northern edge of the city and then further to the forest...
Thereby I mark the route as I progress, leaving traces. In reference
to the Hansel and Gretel story, which was canonized by the Grimm
brothers in the Romanticist period, I leave coins along the way instead of pebbles and breadcrumbs, which serves to explore the
possibility of abolishing the value of money along with the change
in the environment through which I am walking. In the area of the
city itself, especially its centre, as it represents the economic and
political power, the coins still retain their exchange value: they are
accessible to everyone and open up space for interaction. At the
periphery, where the urban area gradually fades away, the value of
money is questioned; eventually, in the forest, it may be completely
abolished, at least on the symbolic level, although not necessarily
on the actual one”...

ECONOMIES OF PLACES, 2016
Three-channel video installation
Exhibition view, Goesserhalle, Real Deal Festival, Vienna, 2016

ECONOMIES OF PLACES, 2016
Three-channel video installation
Exhibition view, POGON Zagreb, 2016

TRANSFORMANCE, 2010
Video-performance ‘5:59
Uferstudios, Berlin

VIDEO LINK

Transformance is a video-event-work that activates and documents
a six-month durational performance. Over this period of time, Nina
Kurtela establishes a daily practice of visiting and witnessing the
changes at the building site of the Uferstudios, Wedding, Berlin –
the warehouse for the repair of public trams and buses becomes a
dance institution. She is spectator to the making of an institution,
an art institution, the making of the theatre stage. The camera acts
as a witness to her performing/witnessing. The piece emerges as
a case study of an individual subject’s encounter with the radical
transformations of social structures and operative models within
the performing society. The artist is present at the birth of Berlin’s
new contemporary dance centre, an institution that will certainly
come to play a part in shaping and organizing the dynamic of the
city’s dance community. The work emerges in the force field of a
commitment to the daily execution of present-ness in relation to the
specific context where this act takes place: the building site of the
theatre. What unfolds is a 8-minute work with multi-faceted implications. The body is rendered a statue through the changes of time.
The screen becomes the performing skin.
Alex Baczynski Jenkins

TRANSFORMANCE / video stills, 2010

TRANSFORMANCE, 2010
Video ‘5:59 / last still from the video
Uferstudios, Berlin

